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How children perceive phonemically similar words 

Abstract----- Every language has specific phoneme structures. However, the details of speech perception 
development are still unclear for language specific phonemes. To address this issue, we tested Japanese 
preschoolers regarding their perception of Japanese specific phonemes using a tablet device that can easily 
acquire data even from young children. In addition, we compared the data of children exhibiting a 
developmental and/or language delay with typically developing children to identify those children’s 
perceptual disadvantages. The research aims at providing a basic understanding of the interactions 
between the perceptual development of specific phonemes and language acquisition. In this way, we hope 
to contribute to such aspects of clinical practice as screening and speech therapy. 
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Perceptual development of Japanese phonemes in children 

Perceptual experiments on a tablet 

Specific phonemes in Japanese phonology 

English 
(EN) 

Japanese 
(JP) 

Contrasts common in JP and EN 

Contrasts specific to EN 

e.g. bass vs. pass  
           ≒ バス(basu) vs. パス(pasu) 

e.g. rink vs. link 

Contrasts specific to JP 

Pitch accent pattern 
e.g. 時 (toki) vs. 朱鷺 (tóki) 

Vowel length   
       e.g. 朱鷺(tóki)  vs. 冬季 (tó:ki) 
Singleton/geminate stops    
       e.g. 時 (toki) vs. 突起 (tok:i) 
 

World languages 

Which is … /hana/ (nose)? 
/áme/ (rain) 

Easy to collect data even in preschoolers 
    →Reveal the acquisition process of  
         Japanese phonology in detail 
 
A comparison b/w children with  and 
without developmental/language delay 
    →Estimate perceptually challenging  
         phonemic structures 

Word identification 

Non-word learning  

Word discrimination 

Look! She     
  is /mop:o/! 

Which one is   
      /mop:o/? 

/ame/ (candy) /ame/ (candy) 

Look! He is  
      /mopo/! 


